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Breck, the dungeon core, has been captured by a group calling themselves The Scorpion. The

god of living death essence now has his claws around him. The remaining dungeon mobs and

bosses are struggling to keep the dungeon from falling apart in his absence.Zach is gathering

allies to form an alliance to combat the growing dark forces on the rise. More gods are being

reborn as these two massive armies are getting ready to clash.Who will claim victory in the

battle to decide the fate of two worlds? Will Breck be recovered, or will he be lost forever? Can

anyone stop the living death god from conquering the world? Find all these answers and more

in the epic conclusion of the GameLit, The Boneless Dungeon: The Gods.
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story with you.CHAPTER ONEChaos“We have to ssstabilize the dungeon. Without my

massster, it will crumble.” Kezdet, a large, winged Kobold of the Boneless Tribe, shouted to the

collected group in-front of him. Droknal, Zach and Mark all looked at one another, unsure how

they could help. Kezdet continued talking when no one replied. “Gil, we need Gil.” He took off,

running out of the room where Mark had just fought Lady Meira before the Elves appeared and

took her away.“Do you need our help?” Zach called out after him.“No,” Kezdet replied as he

turned a corner.“Well, today’s been quite the interesting day. Who knew you could be this

entertaining,” Mark Rockhammer, Zach’s Dwarven trainer, commented.Zach cocked his head.

“You came back for me. I thought you were getting out of here? It was something along the

lines of not giving a shit about me, if I remember correctly.”“Don’t let it go to your head, boy. I

just didn’t want my teachings to go to waste,” Mark grunted out.Sighing, Zach went to reply, but

the chamber they were in began shaking. “What was that? Is the dungeon crumbling?” He

turned to face Droknal.Droknal shrugged. “I am not sure >>click<<. We should head for the



surface, regardless. The town needs us now >>click<<,” suggested Droknal.Mark and Zach

nodded, and the trio left. A few minutes, and a few staircases later, they were outside again.

Zachlet was nearly in ruins. Nearly anything that could be on fire was and people were running

around frantically trying to save their belongings.Stepping forward, Droknal stretched an arm

out and closed his eyes. The nearby flames slowly pulled toward him. The flames turned black

when they approached the Anthronoid as he converted them to his dark flames. The fire

disappeared as he absorbed the flames, adding the energy to his personal reserves.Mark

slammed his fists into the ground, sending an earthen ripple toward a rather large tent that was

engulfed in flames. As the wave of earth reached the tent, it turned to clay and formed a large

twenty-foot wide hand. The hand wrapped itself around the tent and snuffed the flames

out.“Aren’t you going to help, boy?” Mark angrily grunted.Snapping out of his daze, Zach ran

toward the nearest blaze and blasted it with ice essence. Frost ran up his forearms as a chilling

wind washed over a pile of burning crates, extinguishing them.With the bulk of the attacks over,

the citizens of Zachlet rallied around the trio of firefighters. Dwarves, Humans and Gnomes all

joined in to squelch the fire. They had to be careful as Alcot and Noelle continued to wage war

against one another. Their attacks reignited several previously extinguished flames, but not one

of the hamlet’s residents was nearby and ready to fight back.This continued for some time

before they had things under control. Because they were not in a panic, they were not being

proactive and even attempting to help Alcot end the struggle. It was Mark who ultimately ended

the encounter, raising the question again of just how strong this Dwarf in Zach’s mind was.
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around frantically trying to save their belongings.Stepping forward, Droknal stretched an arm

out and closed his eyes. The nearby flames slowly pulled toward him. The flames turned black

when they approached the Anthronoid as he converted them to his dark flames. The fire

disappeared as he absorbed the flames, adding the energy to his personal reserves.Mark

slammed his fists into the ground, sending an earthen ripple toward a rather large tent that was

engulfed in flames. As the wave of earth reached the tent, it turned to clay and formed a large

twenty-foot wide hand. The hand wrapped itself around the tent and snuffed the flames

out.“Aren’t you going to help, boy?” Mark angrily grunted.Snapping out of his daze, Zach ran

toward the nearest blaze and blasted it with ice essence. Frost ran up his forearms as a chilling

wind washed over a pile of burning crates, extinguishing them.With the bulk of the attacks over,

the citizens of Zachlet rallied around the trio of firefighters. Dwarves, Humans and Gnomes all

joined in to squelch the fire. They had to be careful as Alcot and Noelle continued to wage war

against one another. Their attacks reignited several previously extinguished flames, but not one

of the hamlet’s residents was nearby and ready to fight back.This continued for some time

before they had things under control. Because they were not in a panic, they were not being

proactive and even attempting to help Alcot end the struggle. It was Mark who ultimately ended

the encounter, raising the question again of just how strong this Dwarf in Zach’s mind

was.“Noelle, you can’t win this.” Alcot fired a blast of yellow energy at her.Noelle tilted her body,

avoiding the blast. She returned a torrent of electricity at him, but Alcot captured it all in his

sword. He slammed the blade into the ground and let the energy disperse harmlessly into the

earth.“Then I’ll die trying!” She gathered another massive energy ball, but before she could

release it, a massive rock-hand encircled her.“That’s enough, lassie. Can’t you see what you’ve

done?” Mark approached her struggling form and gestured around the near ruins that were

Zachlet. “I don’t know what yee problem is with this one.” He pointed over his shoulder at Alcot,

who was panting heavily. “But it ends now.”“YOU CAN NOT STOP ME!” Electricity shot in all

directions out of Noelle, shattering the hand that was holding her. The gemstones and runes on

her artifact-grade armor all exhibited an intense glow.Mark grimaced and leapt backward to

avoid the energy. “I didn’t want to have to hurt you, lass, but you’ve forced my hand. Alcot,

empower these please.” Kneeling down, he plunged a hand into the ground.Almost

instantaneously, rock spikes shot out of the ground toward Noelle. There were dozens of them,

and they were targeting her at different angles. Alcot raised an arm and closed his eyes. Yellow

energy formed and spun around each of the spikes.Noelle tried to dodge the spikes, but they

followed her at remarkable speeds. Knowing her time was limited, she changed course to

attempt one last strike against her mortal enemy. The spikes impaled her a dozen feet from her

target.The spikes suspended her in the air, blood flowing freely to the ground. Zach looked on

in horror at the brutality of the attack until he noticed something. The spikes didn’t just impale

her randomly, they strategically targeted the gemstones in her armor, each one shattering one

of the glowing devices.“Remarkable >>click<<. What precision,” commented Droknal. “Just

what rank has Mark achieved?”Noelle swiftly passed out as the glow of her armor’s runes

faded. The spikes that penetrated her fused together to form a makeshift stone glove that

gently placed the woman on the ground.Alcot walked over and placed a hand against her

chest. He closed his eyes and a moment later her wounds healed themselves as skin stitched

itself back together. She didn’t wake up when he was done healing her.Standing to face Mark,

Alcot nodded his appreciation. “Thank you, Rockhammer. It’s been a while.”“That it has. I

haven’t seen you for a few decades.” Mark gave the man a once over. “Haven’t seen you on the

ropes since…” he scratched his chin, “I don’t think I’ve ever seen you on the ropes before,

actually. Did the lass really prove that much of a challenge? It’s fine rune-work she’s got there,



but she still should have been a pushover for the likes of you. What? Are you getting soft in

your old age?”Alcot chuckled. “No, I fought back the living death within the dungeon and it

proved to be quite the challenge.” He groaned in pain and grabbed at his ribs. “I was also trying

to take it easy on her and not kill her. You know how hard it can be to subdue someone.”“Aye.

But why take it easy on her.” Mark looked around. “You almost destroyed everything.”“We

have… history.”Mark waited for Alcot to expand on that, but when nothing more came, he

gestured for Zach and Droknal to join them. “You know Zach and Droknal, don’t you?”Alcot

nodded and reached a hand out for Zach, who happily shook it. “Zach, Droknal.”Zach smiled

when he didn’t detect any malice in Alcot’s voice when addressing Droknal. Progress. He

pointed to Noelle's unconscious form. “What are you going to do with her?”“She’ll be

imprisoned, questioned, and punished.”“Punished how? You’re not going to kill her, are

you?”Alcot frowned. “That depends entirely on how well she cooperates. Regardless, it’s none

of your concern anymore. Mark, can you…” Before Alcot could finish his train of thought, thick

stone chains, manacles and bars surrounded and imprisoned Noelle. “Thank you.” Mark

nodded. “Let us continue this conversation in… private.”

Noelle tilted her body, avoiding the blast. She returned a torrent of electricity at him, but Alcot

captured it all in his sword. He slammed the blade into the ground and let the energy disperse

harmlessly into the earth.“Then I’ll die trying!” She gathered another massive energy ball, but

before she could release it, a massive rock-hand encircled her.“That’s enough, lassie. Can’t

you see what you’ve done?” Mark approached her struggling form and gestured around the

near ruins that were Zachlet. “I don’t know what yee problem is with this one.” He pointed over

his shoulder at Alcot, who was panting heavily. “But it ends now.”“YOU CAN NOT STOP ME!”

Electricity shot in all directions out of Noelle, shattering the hand that was holding her. The

gemstones and runes on her artifact-grade armor all exhibited an intense glow.Mark grimaced

and leapt backward to avoid the energy. “I didn’t want to have to hurt you, lass, but you’ve

forced my hand. Alcot, empower these please.” Kneeling down, he plunged a hand into the

ground.Almost instantaneously, rock spikes shot out of the ground toward Noelle. There were

dozens of them, and they were targeting her at different angles. Alcot raised an arm and closed

his eyes. Yellow energy formed and spun around each of the spikes.Noelle tried to dodge the

spikes, but they followed her at remarkable speeds. Knowing her time was limited, she

changed course to attempt one last strike against her mortal enemy. The spikes impaled her a

dozen feet from her target.The spikes suspended her in the air, blood flowing freely to the

ground. Zach looked on in horror at the brutality of the attack until he noticed something. The

spikes didn’t just impale her randomly, they strategically targeted the gemstones in her armor,

each one shattering one of the glowing devices.“Remarkable >>click<<. What precision,”

commented Droknal. “Just what rank has Mark achieved?”Noelle swiftly passed out as the

glow of her armor’s runes faded. The spikes that penetrated her fused together to form a

makeshift stone glove that gently placed the woman on the ground.Alcot walked over and

placed a hand against her chest. He closed his eyes and a moment later her wounds healed

themselves as skin stitched itself back together. She didn’t wake up when he was done healing

her.Standing to face Mark, Alcot nodded his appreciation. “Thank you, Rockhammer. It’s been

a while.”“That it has. I haven’t seen you for a few decades.” Mark gave the man a once over.

“Haven’t seen you on the ropes since…” he scratched his chin, “I don’t think I’ve ever seen you

on the ropes before, actually. Did the lass really prove that much of a challenge? It’s fine rune-

work she’s got there, but she still should have been a pushover for the likes of you. What? Are

you getting soft in your old age?”Alcot chuckled. “No, I fought back the living death within the



dungeon and it proved to be quite the challenge.” He groaned in pain and grabbed at his ribs. “I

was also trying to take it easy on her and not kill her. You know how hard it can be to subdue

someone.”“Aye. But why take it easy on her.” Mark looked around. “You almost destroyed

everything.”“We have… history.”Mark waited for Alcot to expand on that, but when nothing more

came, he gestured for Zach and Droknal to join them. “You know Zach and Droknal, don’t

you?”Alcot nodded and reached a hand out for Zach, who happily shook it. “Zach,

Droknal.”Zach smiled when he didn’t detect any malice in Alcot’s voice when addressing

Droknal. Progress. He pointed to Noelle's unconscious form. “What are you going to do with

her?”“She’ll be imprisoned, questioned, and punished.”“Punished how? You’re not going to kill

her, are you?”Alcot frowned. “That depends entirely on how well she cooperates. Regardless,

it’s none of your concern anymore. Mark, can you…” Before Alcot could finish his train of

thought, thick stone chains, manacles and bars surrounded and imprisoned Noelle. “Thank

you.” Mark nodded. “Let us continue this conversation in… private.”Zach looked around and

most of the residents who stuck around were edging closer and closer to eavesdrop on their

conversation. “Sounds like a plan.”Alcot bent down, picked up Noelle and slung her over his

shoulder. “Meet me at Dustin’s tent.” Before Zach could even nod his head, Alcot vanished into

thin air, quickly followed by Mark.“I guess I should start walking then,” Zach thought out loud,

causing Droknal to smirk.“Yes, we should >>click<<.”As they walked, Zach tried in vain to

connect with Breck. He looked back at the dungeon entrance as they meandered through town.

Should I check in with… Kezdet was his name? Is the dungeon going to fall? He got lost in his

sorrowful thoughts. Before he knew it, they had reached their destination.Entering the tent, he

was greeted with an interesting sight. One of Dustin’s large tables was cleaned off and dragged

near the center of the space. Dustin was slumped over in a chair, massaging his temple. They

placed Noelle on another table on the other side of the tent with additional rock reinforcements

imprisoning her. Mark and Alcot were both grinning as they arm wrestled across the table from

one another.“You’ve definitely gotten weaker in your old age, Alcot,” Mark grunted. Sweat was

beading down his brow. His entire arm was made of stone, his flesh disguise was nowhere to

be seen.“I’m not the one who’s weakened, old friend. I fought a god and a crazy lady but still

have plenty of energy to handle you.” Alcot’s arm was coated in yellow energy.“HA! Try fighting

the Elvin Butcher single handedly. I still have her poison coursing through me.”“Sounds like…”

Alcot stopped speaking for a moment when Mark gained the upper hand. A quick grunt and

exertion of force brought their hands back to the starting position. “Sounds like you’re just

making excuses for when you lose.”“I’m not the one who, ‘fought a god’,” Mark teasingly

taunted.Zach approached Dustin. “What’s going on?”“Two overly macho idiots are in a pissing

match.” Dustin threw his hands in the air in protest. “They wonder why I prefer solitude when I

conduct my research, trying to create a scientific breakthrough when you have to put up with

this all day long.” He gestured at the town while still arm wrestling.“We were just killing time

while we were waiting for the boy to get here,” Mark replied as his rock arm grew a few inches

in size in an attempt to end their match.“Yes, now that he’s here, I can end this.” The energy

surrounding Alcot’s arm solidified. He pushed with all his might one more time and forced

Mark’s hand down.Mark’s hand slammed against the stone table so hard that it cracked in two.

The men looked at Dustin apologetically as Mark used his unique control over essence to

repair the piece of furniture.“Haha, that’s another win for me. I believe that makes it one-

hundred and four to ninety-eight?” Alcot cocked his head, searching his brain for the

information.“Yeah, yeah! I’ve got plenty of time to catch up.”“As much as I’m enjoying this

banter, can we PLEASE discuss what the hell is going on?” Zach was nearly shouting by the

end of his response.“Calm down, Zach.” Alcot gestured at the table and at Mark who was



repairing it. “If you can’t find a way to deal with the stress and anxiety that builds up inside you,

you’re not going to make it far in life. None of us are disregarding the events of this evening. I’m

the one that fought a god, remember?”Zach’s eyes went wide in shock. “Wait, you weren’t

kidding about the whole god thing?”Alcot shook his head. “I’m afraid not,” Alcot sighed. “Living

death essence is the embodiment of the living death god. I don’t know his… her… it’s proper

name, but I do know what it’s capable of.”He went on to describe his experiences with living

death essence. His story was similar to Droknal’s but Alcot was able to not only fill in a lot of

blanks, but he added information Droknal didn’t have, information regarding the source of living

death essence and what it truly was.“It’s a remnant of a time before the races, a time when

gods inhabited our world. Soon after we began our experiments on the living death essence, it

spoke to us. It told us its tale. The tale of the gods’ war and the creation of the sentient races.

Let me share this tale with you so you’ll understand why I raced over here.”CHAPTER

TWOThe Gods of PastAlcot stood and paced slowly around the room. “How much do you know

about the old gods?”Zach looked around, but no one was volunteering information so he

elected to speak. “Very little. My teacher, when I was little, mentioned them a few times, but

that’s about it.”Nodding, Alcot stopped pacing and stood to face the group. “Over a millennium

ago, the world was inhabited by what we call gods. They were the physical embodiments of

what we now call essence.”“Physical embodiments of essence? What do you mean?” Zach

asked, confused.“You have ice essence, am I correct?” Zach nodded in response to Alcot’s

question. “I mean that there was a god of ice essence and he walked the world like you do now.

He, she, or it was likely to have been a large ice-golem of some kind. Fire, life, death, rock,

water, they were all represented. The more advanced the essence type, the more power they

possessed.”“What happened to them?”Alcot spared an annoyed glance at Zach. “I was getting

there.”Zach recoiled in embarrassment. “Sorry.”“As I was saying. The gods walked the world

like you or I and they lived in relative peace for thousands of years. That was until some of

them created new life, such as Humans, Dwarves, Elves and Gnomes, just to name a few that

the different essence gods shaped and created.Mark nodded his head. “There’s an ancient tale

that the Dwarves tell to their children. It says that our ancestors were shaped from pure rock

essence before life was breathed into us. Are you telling me that’s true?”“It’s not too far off.

That’s why the different races have varying degrees of preferred essence. Dwarves are usually

attuned to rock and other essence types that deal with the ground. The same is true for Elves.

They are naturally pulled toward nature and wood essence because they were created from

the essence gods of nature.”“So our essence types are predetermined?” Dustin chimed in. “But

I know plenty of Dwarves who use other essence types. Sure, it’s rare but it’s not that rare. And

what about Humans? We use almost all essence types.”“I said the races are pulled toward

specific essence types, I never said they were locked into them. And for us Humans, we are a

whole different matter. Once many of the races were created, some of the darker essence

types started pairing up and developing their own creations. Monsters soon roamed the land.

They killed indiscriminately and threatened the balance that the other gods created. If

something hadn’t changed, the world would have torn itself apart. The gods, the majority of the

gods, banded together to solve the issue.” Alcot raised three fingers on his left hand. “Care to

wager what they were?”“Humans >>click<<. They created Humans,” Droknal

commented.“Humans?” Mark laughed. “What could Humans do that Dwarves couldn’t? We

could kill all the gods and monsters if we wanted.”“We did what we do best.” Alcot raised an

eyebrow as Zach answered Mark, intrigued to hear the young man’s answer. “We breed and

spread out better than any other race. We multiply faster than goblins.”Alcot smiled. “You’re

smarter than people give you credit.”Zach deflated. “I’m really sick of hearing that.”The room



chuckled before Alcot continued. “You are correct. Let me ask you this, Mark. How many

Dwarven tribes or cities are there? Five, maybe ten? And how many children does the average

Dwarven family have, if any? One? Humans have thousands of cities, villages, hamlets, towns

and communities. The average Human adventurer usually has two or three children if he or she

is married. The average unmarried or unfaithful male adventurer usually has double that across

the land as they sow their seed. We multiply. That,” he emphasized the word, “is our

advantage.”Mark scoffed. “You’re all dirty breeding pigs! Dwarves have pride.” He beat his

chest. “We have community. We take care of one another.”“You take care of what’s left.” Mark

covered his arm in stone threateningly. Alcot raised his arms to calm him down. “I’m not saying

this to enrage you. I’m simply stating a fact.”“Whatever.” Mark released the stone that had

gathered on his arm. “What’s the next thing? You said there were three.”“After the introduction

of Humans, the races banded together and fought back the beasts. That resulted in a new

problem. We spread too much. The world has limited resources, after all. Without monsters

keeping us in check, we soon started fighting each other, so the gods created dungeon cores.

Gems were imbued with slivers of their power and instructed to grow stronger, and we all know

how dungeons grow stronger.” The room was silent for a moment as they all thought of people

they had lost to a dungeon.“Wait. The dungeons were given some of the gods’ power, but what

about the races? We could all control essence too,” Dustin questioned.“As the dungeons grew,

they soon overpowered the races, and the gods made a decision to empower us. The very

beings that created us, now gave us their power. This seemed to create a good balance in the

world. Whenever the dungeons became too powerful, the races would kill some of them off. If

the races became too strong, the gods created more dungeons. They ensured that the scales

were balanced.”“What was the third thing?” asked Zach.“Balance can only last so long before

someone wants more power. A god, the living death god, wanted to rule over everything and

he almost succeeded. You see, as the gods lend us their power, it weakens them. Living death

never created any beings that could control him. He, I’ll call it a he, didn’t dare to lend even a

sliver of his power to another. Instead, he used his power to corrupt everything around him and

turn it to living shadows. The world was covered in death once he unleashed his abominations

into it. It took hundreds of years for the other gods to fight him off and finally contain him.

Countless lives were lost and the world’s balance was destroyed. They did the only thing they

could think of.” Alcot paused for a moment. “They left, and they created a portal to another

realm, one where they could monitor us and continue to lend us their power. Their only hope

was that we keep the balance they fought for, the balance that the living death essence wants

to destroy.”“So you’re telling me that the ball of black crud that Lady Meira was talking to was

actually a god?” Mark asked in disbelief.Alcot nodded before Zach spoke. “I think we should tell

you what we saw.” He proceeded to tell his side of the story. Racing down into the dungeon

only to find Kezdet waiting for them, Lady Meira spoke with the black shadow pool, and the

capture of Breck’s core. He kept the bit about him speaking to the dungeon to himself,

something Droknal took note of, but Zach wasn’t ready to share with the world. Alcot’s entire

story raised a dozen questions for Zach, one of which stuck in the forefront of his mind. Was it

the gods who brought me here and can they bring me home?“Why does Lady Meira need the

dungeon >>click<<? It is fairly low rank. I can’t imagine it would be beneficial to her >>click<<,”

Droknal said.“I don’t know for sure, but it did manage to create a small amount of living death

essence. If it created it before, it’s safe to say it could create it again,” Alcot supposed.Dustin

shook his head slowly. “I’m not so sure. If they just wanted living death essence, why wouldn’t

they just take it now? Why convince it to leave? If living death essence was their end goal, they

would have already had it.”“They wanted living earth essence, but I don’t know why. They



brokered a deal with me to gain access to the dungeon and help it grow. They wanted to teach

it how to use its unique essence type,” Zach added.“A deal? Why wasn’t I informed of such a

deal?” Alcot questioned.“A copy of it was sent to the guild.”

CHAPTER TWOThe Gods of PastAlcot stood and paced slowly around the room. “How much

do you know about the old gods?”Zach looked around, but no one was volunteering

information so he elected to speak. “Very little. My teacher, when I was little, mentioned them a

few times, but that’s about it.”Nodding, Alcot stopped pacing and stood to face the group. “Over

a millennium ago, the world was inhabited by what we call gods. They were the physical

embodiments of what we now call essence.”“Physical embodiments of essence? What do you

mean?” Zach asked, confused.“You have ice essence, am I correct?” Zach nodded in response

to Alcot’s question. “I mean that there was a god of ice essence and he walked the world like

you do now. He, she, or it was likely to have been a large ice-golem of some kind. Fire, life,

death, rock, water, they were all represented. The more advanced the essence type, the more

power they possessed.”“What happened to them?”Alcot spared an annoyed glance at Zach. “I

was getting there.”Zach recoiled in embarrassment. “Sorry.”“As I was saying. The gods walked

the world like you or I and they lived in relative peace for thousands of years. That was until

some of them created new life, such as Humans, Dwarves, Elves and Gnomes, just to name a

few that the different essence gods shaped and created.Mark nodded his head. “There’s an

ancient tale that the Dwarves tell to their children. It says that our ancestors were shaped from

pure rock essence before life was breathed into us. Are you telling me that’s true?”“It’s not too

far off. That’s why the different races have varying degrees of preferred essence. Dwarves are

usually attuned to rock and other essence types that deal with the ground. The same is true for

Elves. They are naturally pulled toward nature and wood essence because they were created

from the essence gods of nature.”“So our essence types are predetermined?” Dustin chimed

in. “But I know plenty of Dwarves who use other essence types. Sure, it’s rare but it’s not that

rare. And what about Humans? We use almost all essence types.”“I said the races are pulled

toward specific essence types, I never said they were locked into them. And for us Humans, we

are a whole different matter. Once many of the races were created, some of the darker

essence types started pairing up and developing their own creations. Monsters soon roamed

the land. They killed indiscriminately and threatened the balance that the other gods created. If

something hadn’t changed, the world would have torn itself apart. The gods, the majority of the

gods, banded together to solve the issue.” Alcot raised three fingers on his left hand. “Care to

wager what they were?”“Humans >>click<<. They created Humans,” Droknal

commented.“Humans?” Mark laughed. “What could Humans do that Dwarves couldn’t? We

could kill all the gods and monsters if we wanted.”“We did what we do best.” Alcot raised an

eyebrow as Zach answered Mark, intrigued to hear the young man’s answer. “We breed and

spread out better than any other race. We multiply faster than goblins.”Alcot smiled. “You’re

smarter than people give you credit.”Zach deflated. “I’m really sick of hearing that.”The room

chuckled before Alcot continued. “You are correct. Let me ask you this, Mark. How many

Dwarven tribes or cities are there? Five, maybe ten? And how many children does the average

Dwarven family have, if any? One? Humans have thousands of cities, villages, hamlets, towns

and communities. The average Human adventurer usually has two or three children if he or she

is married. The average unmarried or unfaithful male adventurer usually has double that across

the land as they sow their seed. We multiply. That,” he emphasized the word, “is our

advantage.”Mark scoffed. “You’re all dirty breeding pigs! Dwarves have pride.” He beat his

chest. “We have community. We take care of one another.”“You take care of what’s left.” Mark



covered his arm in stone threateningly. Alcot raised his arms to calm him down. “I’m not saying

this to enrage you. I’m simply stating a fact.”“Whatever.” Mark released the stone that had

gathered on his arm. “What’s the next thing? You said there were three.”“After the introduction

of Humans, the races banded together and fought back the beasts. That resulted in a new

problem. We spread too much. The world has limited resources, after all. Without monsters

keeping us in check, we soon started fighting each other, so the gods created dungeon cores.

Gems were imbued with slivers of their power and instructed to grow stronger, and we all know

how dungeons grow stronger.” The room was silent for a moment as they all thought of people

they had lost to a dungeon.“Wait. The dungeons were given some of the gods’ power, but what

about the races? We could all control essence too,” Dustin questioned.“As the dungeons grew,

they soon overpowered the races, and the gods made a decision to empower us. The very

beings that created us, now gave us their power. This seemed to create a good balance in the

world. Whenever the dungeons became too powerful, the races would kill some of them off. If

the races became too strong, the gods created more dungeons. They ensured that the scales

were balanced.”“What was the third thing?” asked Zach.“Balance can only last so long before

someone wants more power. A god, the living death god, wanted to rule over everything and

he almost succeeded. You see, as the gods lend us their power, it weakens them. Living death

never created any beings that could control him. He, I’ll call it a he, didn’t dare to lend even a

sliver of his power to another. Instead, he used his power to corrupt everything around him and

turn it to living shadows. The world was covered in death once he unleashed his abominations

into it. It took hundreds of years for the other gods to fight him off and finally contain him.

Countless lives were lost and the world’s balance was destroyed. They did the only thing they

could think of.” Alcot paused for a moment. “They left, and they created a portal to another

realm, one where they could monitor us and continue to lend us their power. Their only hope

was that we keep the balance they fought for, the balance that the living death essence wants

to destroy.”“So you’re telling me that the ball of black crud that Lady Meira was talking to was

actually a god?” Mark asked in disbelief.Alcot nodded before Zach spoke. “I think we should tell

you what we saw.” He proceeded to tell his side of the story. Racing down into the dungeon

only to find Kezdet waiting for them, Lady Meira spoke with the black shadow pool, and the

capture of Breck’s core. He kept the bit about him speaking to the dungeon to himself,

something Droknal took note of, but Zach wasn’t ready to share with the world. Alcot’s entire

story raised a dozen questions for Zach, one of which stuck in the forefront of his mind. Was it

the gods who brought me here and can they bring me home?“Why does Lady Meira need the

dungeon >>click<<? It is fairly low rank. I can’t imagine it would be beneficial to her >>click<<,”

Droknal said.“I don’t know for sure, but it did manage to create a small amount of living death

essence. If it created it before, it’s safe to say it could create it again,” Alcot supposed.Dustin

shook his head slowly. “I’m not so sure. If they just wanted living death essence, why wouldn’t

they just take it now? Why convince it to leave? If living death essence was their end goal, they

would have already had it.”“They wanted living earth essence, but I don’t know why. They

brokered a deal with me to gain access to the dungeon and help it grow. They wanted to teach

it how to use its unique essence type,” Zach added.“A deal? Why wasn’t I informed of such a

deal?” Alcot questioned.“A copy of it was sent to the guild.”“Hmm… I’ll need to procure a copy

of the contract. Perhaps we can learn something from it, but if what you say is true, and they

wanted the dungeon to grow, it just raises more questions as to why they would disrupt it.”“And

who disrupted it? Kezdet, the Kobold who spoke with us, said a muscular man took the

dungeon core.”“Could he provide us with a description of the man?”Zach shrugged. “I could

ask.”“Are we going to start working with monsters now?” Dustin looked around the room. “I



can’t be the only one thinking about it. How are we supposed to trust a monster? Won’t they

just try to kill us?”“The Arachnokin were once called simple monsters >>click<< until our

intelligence was discovered and we learned how to speak,” Droknal commented.“That’s kind of

my point. The Arachnokin war was one of the largest battles in recorded history. There’s been a

lot of talk about balance today and the last time we worked with monsters, no offense, was the

last time that balance was nearly destroyed.”Droknal slowly shook his head from side to side.

“The death of my entire race is not balance >>click<<. If that is how Humans truly feel, then

aren’t we already dealing with monsters?”“Zach, I need you to speak with this Kobold. Find out

as much as you can about the dungeon and the man who took it,” Alcot commanded.Nodding,

Zach stood and readied himself to leave, but Droknal grabbed his arm. “You should tell them

>>click<<.”Zach did his best to whisper his response. “No.”“Tell us what, boy?” Mark shouted

from across the room.“He has something he wishes to share with us all >>click<<.” Droknal

turned to allow Zach to address the room.“It’s nothing. Something Droknal and I were going to

discuss later.” Zach gave Droknal a stern ‘shut the fuck up’ look with his eyes.“It’s best you

share it with all who are present. They may be able to use that information to better our

situation >>click<<.”When Zach turned to leave again, a stone wall flew out of the ground and

blocked him. He turned around to find Mark standing on the stone table facing him. “Tell us,

boy. Spit it out or I’ll beat it out of you.”Another few moments went by in silence before Mark

shrugged and started walking toward Zach. He was cracking his knuckles in an attempt to

intimidate Zach, and it clearly worked. Zach backed against the wall, remembering all the times

his teacher easily, brutally and without remorse beat him during training.“Fine!” Zach shouted,

stepping into the room and taking a seat back at the table. Might as well give them the full story

and not hold back. “Let me start off by saying that everything I’m about to discuss is true and

more than a little hard to believe.”Zach spent the next hour telling his story. He discussed his

daughter, his wife, and Earth. He discussed how he came to be in this world, growing up in the

orphanage, joining the adventurer’s guild and taking on this quest. He was stopped several

times during his explanation for questions, especially when they discovered the dungeon core

was a former Human from his world. When he was done, the entire room sat in silence.It was

Mark who finally spoke up. “That be quite the tale. I thought Alcot laid some truth on us, but if

what you’re saying is true,” Zach interrupted to assert the honesty of his claims, “then we really

need to get this dungeon core back.”“Breck. His name is Breck,” Zach added.“We need to get…

Breck, back. Who knows what secrets they are uncovering.”“Secrets? Uncovering?” Zach was

confused.“Aye. Your world sounds nothing like ours. They must be torturing Breck for

information right now. He is probably in literal hell as we speak, and every second we wait is

another potential weapon our enemies could be uncovering right now.”Torture? I hope Breck’s

ok… Zach lost himself in his head as the members in the room stood and discussed strategy

and recovery plans. That is, all but Droknal. He was staring at his friend with a mixture of worry

and shame.CHAPTER THREELiving EssenceMy head… So much pain… Breck felt like his

consciousness was swimming around as slow as molasses. Between that and the pain, it was

hard for him to pull his thoughts together. Lashing out, he attempted to gain control of the

surrounding area.“I can sense him within. He’s furious, trying to lash out with his essence. I

think he’s trying to gain control over this area and bring it under his influence.” Breck heard a

woman’s voice speaking, but he couldn’t sense anything beyond that.He tried again to reach

out and gain control of something, anything outside of his new core, but he couldn’t focus. The

man who captured him forced him to move his mind out of his tree and it was having all sorts

of ill effects.As he attempted to gain control of the surrounding area, a presence pushed

against him. It wrapped around him and stopped any essence from flowing outward. He was



trapped, floating aimlessly inside himself.I can’t focus… I have to summon a monster…

Monster? Kezdet? Gil? Jeeves? Is anyone out there? He waited for a reply, but without a

means to measure time, everything felt like forever. In reality, it was only fifteen or twenty

minutes before he tried again.Hello!? Anyone… anyone at all… Breck attempted to gather

essence in order to fight back, but pain and dizziness broke his concentration. The essence he

had been gathering just spilled out into his void. Please… someone… help…“Why is it that

every time I see you, you’re on the brink of death? Can’t you do anything for yourself?” a young

girl called out. Her voice sounded like it was coming from all directions.Breck perked up. “Hello!

Where are you? Where…” Pain racked his mind again.“Ooooo. That looked like it hurt. Here, let

me see what I can do about that,” the woman said.Out of nowhere, a wave of cream-green

colored energy burst from the center of his mind. It washed over his being in a soothing light.

The energy’s glow intensified and quickly became blinding. When the light faded, Breck was

back in his human body and sitting in his apartment back on Earth.Looking down at himself,

his pajamas materialized over his naked form. The slot in the wall that his food came from

opened. A tray slid out and held a cup of water and a cream colored nutrient goop.A young girl

giggled. Breck’s head whipped around to the side where he spotted Eva, the living essence

goddess, floating into the room. She flew slowly inward and sat on the edge of the table.Her

eyes went between the tray of food and Breck before she spoke. “Aren’t you going to eat? You

need to keep your energy up. I made that goop myself.” She smiled warmly at him.“Eva?” Breck

held his head. The sharp pain and dizziness had subsided and left him with only a slight

headache. “What… what are you doing here?”Eva kicked her dangling feet back and forth as

she inspected him. “I’m here to check on you and,” she paused to consider her next words,

“perhaps, help. I guess that all depends on you.”“On me?” Breck drank the water and placed

his cup back on the tray. It filled itself again almost instantly.“Mmhmm.” Eva nodded and moved

a hand to his temple, a single finger pointing outward. “I have to warn you, this will hurt a

bit.”“Hurt?” As she placed the finger against his forehead, Breck’s body locked up in pain.He fell

to the floor, shouting in pain. Memories of his past interactions with Eva flashed in his mind.

After a moment, he remembered everything. He was drenched in sweat and he pushed himself

to his feet. He sat back down and started eating his meal again, this time much more

greedily.“Yeah… Sorry about that. Notice anything different about your apartment?” Eva

questioned.Breck looked around. It looked just like his apartment always did. Nothing seemed

out of place or out of the ordinary.“Umm… No…” Breck replied sheepishly.Eva let out a deep

sigh. “Your tree is missing.” She gestured toward the corner of the table. “Don’t you remember

her or are you already that lost?”“I can’t feel her. We were one, but I can’t feel her. What did

they do to me?” Pain shot into Breck’s mind again.Eva noticed his discomfort and waved a

hand toward him. Another wave of cream-green colored energy washed over him and the pain

subsided. “That’s why your mind is hurting so bad. You split yourself in two and forced your

mind into a foreign stone. That’s a big no-no.” She wiggled her finger back and forth.“I had to.

That man… Frank, was going to kill my friends and my tree if I hadn’t. I had no choice!” Breck

said in defiance.Eva’s eyes filled with cream and illuminated. When she spoke next, her voice

carried a weight to it. “Don’t speak back to me. There is always a way! You harness living earth

essence, one of the most powerful and pure essence types that exists. You’re in the advanced

ranks! You possess knowledge buried deep in your mind that could topple kingdoms! You could

have tried something, anything.”Going against the voice in his head that told him to shut up,

Breck replied. “Like what? He defeated Gil with such ease.”“ANYTHING!” Lightning crackled off

of Eva. It vaporized anything it touched. Upon noticing this, she took several deep breaths and

relaxed. The lightning and the glow in her eyes faded. All the damage to the room soon



repaired itself. “I’m sorry for that. I’m under a bit of stress at the moment.”“It’s ok… anything I

can do to help?” Breck said.Eva grinned. “As a matter of fact, there is. What can you tell me

about the gods?”Breck shrugged. “Not much of anything other than my interactions with

you.”“Ok, then. Let me tell you the story of my origins.” Eva went on to tell a tale similar to what

Alcot told Zach, but her story had some additional details coming from her firsthand

experience. Most notable were the additional details regarding living death essence. “We

fought off hoards of his corrupted creatures. When we finally defeated him and left our world to

the races we created, it came to the other living essences to build his cage and create a bridge

to the realm that contains us.”Breck took Eva’s silence as an opportunity to ask questions, so

he asked the first one that popped into his head. “Why did it fall on your, and other living

essence’s, shoulders?”“Many of the other essences died or lent too much of their power to

help. Beyond that, it comes back to balance. Living death can only be contained by other living

essences.”“Wait. Gods can die?”Eva nodded. “Only a god can kill a god, and we don’t truly die.

Our physical forms wither and our energy is scattered throughout the world. As I said, many of

us were weakened from lending our power to the races, and living death took advantage of

this. I’ve chosen very few to share my power with, so I was able to survive.”“Gods have to

choose to share their power with someone? Does that mean you chose to share your power

with me?”“Well… there are exceptions. Some people break their way into higher ranks and

grab at power we don’t wish to share. But to answer your question, I chose you. You reached

out for my power and I allowed you to take it. I thought your unique background would prove

beneficial.”“Beneficial how?” Breck asked.“In the upcoming war.” Before Breck could ask more

questions, Eva continued speaking. “As I was saying, it takes living essence to move living

things between two realms. That’s why it fell to me, and the others like me, to create the bridge

between this world and our new domain. To be honest, there's few living essence gods left

alive. That’s one of the reasons we decided not to just kill living death.”“One of the reasons?”

Breck pushed.“We also feared what would happen. If we did kill him, his essence would have

spread across the land without him to keep it in check. Also,” Eva saddened, “he’s still our

brother.”“Brother?” Breck said, shocked. “You’re all siblings? Does that mean you have

parents?”Eva nodded. “We’ve never met them, but we know they exist. We can feel their

imprints on our very cores, but alas, we’re getting off topic. I need your help.”“I’m more than

willing to assist but,” Breck gestured around, “but I’m not sure I’m in any position to be of any

help. I don’t even know where I am.”“For starters, let’s get you back where you belong, where

you’re needed.” Eva floated to the center of the room, her entire body glowing.Large chains

surrounded Breck’s apartment as the walls became transparent. For the first time, he could see

where he was. A man wearing black robes stopped walking and lifted Breck’s core to his

covered face.“Hello, little core. Your resistance is futile.” The man extended a liquid black

essence from his hand that coated Breck’s core. “Go to sleep, little one.”Eva pushed her

essence outward. Her energy caused the darkness to retract and the chains to shake. Cracks

formed in their links as the chains broke.“NO!” The man forced more darkness to cover the

space.This time he directed inward at Eva. Spikes of flowing darkness crept inward from the

ceiling and walls. They were moving slowly but consuming everything in their path. Breck did

his best to avoid them as he made his way toward Eva.“Eva? What’s going on?” Breck asked

frantically.“One moment,” Eva strained to say.Cream light flooded the space, but the shadows

didn’t retract. Several of them were now pushing against Eva in an attempt to pierce her, but a

thin coating of essence covered the goddess’s body and prevented it.Eva turned to face Breck

and smiled. “To answer your question, exactly what I needed to happen is happening.”She

reached out and grabbed the closest spike. Energy flooded out of her and into it. The spike



turned from black to a cream green, starting at the spot from where Eva grabbed it, but rapidly

extending upward, out of Breck’s core and toward the man.The man grunted and allowed the

other spikes to fade away. He put his full focus on preventing the conversion of energy from his

own to hers. The two appeared to be at a stalemate until the man coughed and lost his

focus.Eva immediately capitalized on this and severed the spike connecting Breck’s core to

him. She allowed her own energy to wash over the outside of the core. It blasted away the

chains that were previously placed on it and left it free.“Now that I’m out, I’ve located her,” Eva

said.“Who?” Breck asked.Branches shattered the walls of the room and surrounded the

pair.“The tree I gifted you. She misses her other half.” Placing a hand on the side of Breck’s

head, Eva flooded him with essence. “Let us continue this conversation somewhere safe, well,

safer.”Breck grabbed at the branches surrounding him. His body disintegrated into dust which

the branches then absorbed. Eva grabbed a branch, but rather than disintegrating, she

vanished in a flash of light.After his coughing fit, the man stared in anger at Breck’s core. He

watched as it surrounded itself in green essence. Once the energy faded, the core lost its inner

light. Searching the core’s energy, he found nothing. The man squeezed the core until it

shattered.Breck felt a free-fall sensation. He normally would have been frightened beyond

belief in everything that had just occurred, but he could feel his tree’s consciousness pressing

against his own. When the sensation was over, he found himself within his tree again but

unable to interact with the world around him. Eva appeared inside his mind a moment

later.“Eva, I think something went wrong. I can’t access my essence,” Breck said.She sat

floating in mid-air. Waiving a hand, Breck’s human body reappeared, and it pulled his mind into

it. “There, that’s better. I enjoy having a face to direct my voice to.”“What’s going on? Am I

actually back?”“Remember what I said when we started this little chat? That all depends on

you. I need your help, and now that we’re safe, let me explain.”CHAPTER FOURMemories“Ok.

What can I do to help you?” Breck asked.
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